
The time of 
your life.
ERICEIRA SUP Stand Up Paddle

Experience offer personalized

service, with different levels

depending on the skills of each

person. Our services include

beginners, intermediate,

advanced levels, surfing waves for

experts, tours in Ericeira World

Surfing Reserve and sup yoga.

Say 
hello!

www.livinericeira.com 

instagram /

@livinericeira 

fb / @livinericeira 

+351 915 802 000 

book now

1- RIVER

EXPERIENCE -  

2- HARBOUR

EXPERIENCE -  

3-OCEAN

EXPERIENCE -  

4-WORLD

SURFING

RESERVE TOUR - 

5- WAVES

EXPERIENCE -  

DURATION  I SESSION

2ND

SESSION 

EXCLUSIVE

PACK ( 4

SESSION ) 

90 mins  

90 mins  

90 mins  

2 hours  

90 mins   

€ 35  

€ 35  

€ 35  

€ 40 

   € 100   

€ 30 

€ 30  

€ 30  

   

€ 110 

€ 110  

€ 110  

   



Get 
Paddle!

Are you 
ready for a 
great time?

RIVER  EXPERIENCE  

This experience allows to learn Stand Up Paddle in

flat water while you do a tour along Lizandro river in

a quiet and very relaxing environment. 

River experience is perfect for beginners, but

intermediate, advanced and experts can enjoy a lot

the beauty and environment of the river. 

HARBOUR  EXPERIENCE  

The World Surfing Reserve Tour is a fantastic and

challenging tour along the beaches, bays and

natural pools of Ericeira World Surfing Reserve and

its beautiful landscapes sea views. From S. Lourenço

beach until Matadouro beach, going through Coxos,

Cave, Ribeira d'ilhas, Backdoor and Pedra Branca. 

World Surfing Reserve Tour is for intermediate,

advanced and experts. 

This experience allows to learn Stand Up Paddle in

flat water in fisherman beach protect by the harbour. 

Harbour experience is perfect for beginners, but

intermediate and advanced can enjoy very much the

bay with a beautiful view of the village. For experts it

can be the starting point for the session in waves. 

OCEAN  EXPERIENCE  

Perfect for those who want to do a Stand Up Paddle

ocean experience in the wonderful beaches of

Ericeira World Surfing Reserve. Stand Up

Paddleboarding offers a fun and relax way to play on

the water. 

Ocean experience is for beginners if the ocean is flat,

intermediate, advanced and experts. 

WORLD  SURF ING  RESERVE

TOUR  

WAVES  EXPERIENCE  

This experience allows to do Stand Up Paddle in waves

with an experienced local guide. We always do the

sessions in waves with no one to ensure a safety and

confortable session. It's essencial to be a Stand Up Paddle

expert and to have experience of surf or windsurf in waves.

The board used is Naish Okua 9'0" GT Performance Wave. 

Experts only. 


